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ABSTRACT

Pressurized water reactor technology has
reached a maturity that has engendered a new
surge of innovation, which in turn, has led
to significant advances in the technology.
These advances, characterized by bold
thinking but conservative execution, are
resulting in nuclear plant designs which
offer significant performance and safety
improvements. This paper describes the
innovations which are being designed into
mainstream PWR technology as well as the
designs which are resulting from such
innovations.

Every technology eventually reaches-, a
maturity that changes the basic, objectives of
its engineering. No longer is the
feasibility of its basic concept the
essential question. The challenge of
innovation moves from concept to specific
objectives in reliability and economics.

The maturing of a technology has many
values, two of which seem most notable:
First, .maturity can bring in a period of
outstanding productivity. Second ... maturity
poses a special challenge to the innovator.
Where many will accept the mature technology
as essentially unchangeable, the true
innovator will try to prove that conservative
but continuing creativity can significantly
extend the growth of the technology. This,
in many ways, is a more difficult task than
the original work that brought the technology
to its mature period.

My remarks today concentrate on the,
innovative opportunities that ar-j part of the
long period of a technology's maturity, and
refer specifically to light water reactor
technology.

It may seem surprising to suggest that
light water reactor technology has reached
maturity in only thirty years. It was, after
all, just that long ago that a rer.-nsylvarua
utility brought a 60-megawatt Westinghouse
pressurized water reactor on line -- the
world's first commercial nuclear power plant.

The growth from a tentative 60 megawatts
to 20 times that size was swift and
successful. I need not describe to this
audience the triumph of engineering and
enterprise which brought nuclear technology so
far, so fast. Consider, with the high quality
of that engineering in mind, the level of
performance we can expect from the light water
reactors that will be built over the next 50
years -- a quality period in which the
maturity of their technology promises
outstanding reliability. Our task for the
next few decades will be continuous
refinement. There is no reason whatsoever why
we may not expect to attain ever better
economics, availability, and safety.
Reliability in all of these areas should
become the irost predictable characteristic of
light water reactors.

To reach such desirable goals, we need
to build on our past accomplishments and
maintain our past enthusiasm and confidence.
Success will be a solid foundation for
continuing success.

The headwaters of that success have been
and remain that small 60-megawatt machine that
began operation in 1957. From that source,
light pressurized water reactor technology has
spread all across the world - - until today it
is clearly the preferred technology
everywhere. Nearly 80 percent of the world's
pressurized water reactors are based in this
same FWR technology. Every two days, these 168
PMRs give us another reactor-year of
experience. The PWR mainstream is now a
growing flood of data and development.
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The flood is international. Today, more
than 20 nations have active technology
transfer arrangements driving the steady
refinement and growing reliability of light
pressurized water reactor technology. This
dynamic fact speaks loudly to those nations
now moving into or expanding their PWR
programs. And an increasing number of
nations are recognizing the immense benefits
of such arrangements.

In another paper given Friday c . this
conference, we describe a particular case in
point: the Sizewell B PWR. Some months ago,
after a public inquiry and evaluation that
took 4 years to complete and 3,000 pages to
summarize, the United Kingdom decided to
adopt pressurized water reactor technology.
Sir Frank Layfield coordinated this
exhaustive inquiry and evaluation. His
evaluation report independently verified the
benefits of the Central Electricit)
Generating Board's recommendation that United
Kingdom change its technology to the PWR. He
stated as one reason the--quote—"large
amount of worldwide experience" which exists
with the mainstream PWR.

U'e think that most nations will make the
same decision, for the same reasons that
persuaded the United Kingdom.

The vast and rapidly expanding operating
experience underlying PWR technology is a
compelling reason to expect ever greater
reliability from plants based in this
tradition. But there are equally persuasive
reasons basic in specific development
programs -- some recently completed, others
newly begun.

These development programs have yielded
significant results -- advanced designs
featuring a series of specific systems
improvements. These recent developments have
evolved from our experience. They respond to
stated utility interest in simplification,
improved constructability, and increased
availability. Many of these improvements
have, in turn, been incorporated in the
mainstream PWR designs which we are offering
today, such as our 1000-MWe plant. It is a
textbook expression of today's pressurized
water reactor maturity...and the high
reliability that is integral to it.

The 1000 MWe program has integrated well
proven technology with a series of advanced
improvements. It was essentially the next
logical forward step in the development of
the basic technology expressed in our

three-loop plants that have come on line
during the past few years. As such, it
follows the principle that each new PWR should
be a sensible, reliable advance in an
integrated program. The specific advances
achieved in the 1000 MWe program have now
become part of the continuing improvement in
mainstream PWR development. A number of its
more outstanding advances are worth noting,
since they will be key features of future PWRs
worldwide.

Our 1000-megawatt plant uses our
standard 2785 MWT NSSS as a reference design,
but it has attained a power increase to 2910
MWT. We did this by using our proven, standard
four-loop reactor core and vessel in a
three-loop piping configuration. Such
conservatism naturally offers better operating
margins and greater reliability. We have been
able to increase core margins while increasing
core loading. The overall improvement we have
gained in fuel utilization has reduced fuel
costs by two to three percent. The higher
power output has resulted in a lower cost per
kilowatt of plant output.

The 1000 MWe program produced several
important upgrades in fluid systems design.
Our primary goals were to separate safety and
control systems...to increase flow delivery
for certain accidents...to attain better
separation between safety trains... and as
always in PWR development--to improve safety.
In order to separate the safety and control
systems, we took the CVCS charging pumps out
of the safety injection system and added two
dedicated high head safety injection pumps.
We were able to increase flow delivery for
small break LOCA's, chiefly by increasing the
capacity of all high head safety injection
pumps.

Design simplification was a major
ingredient of the 1000-MWe program. We were
able to eliminate the boron thermal
regeneration and containment spray additive
systems entirely. We incorporated advanced
digital instrumentation and control systems,
thereby attaining a major reduction in the
cabling needed. Detail by detail, we
eliminated redundancy and duplication from the
design.

With the 1000 MWe program completed, we
are able to point to significant advances in
PWR reliability for the plants of the
immediate future. We have chosen an
evolutionary approach, because we know we are
working in a mature environment.
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The same maturity poses a special
challenge to those who value innovation in
the advance of nuclear energy, as so many of
us do. We are called on for a combination of
boldness in thinking and conservatism in
execution that may be a special engineering
talent.

When that talent is turned in full
force on pressurized water reactor
technology, it can produce some very exciting
results. That's exactly what is happening
with the advanced pressurized water reactor
which Westinghouse and its Japanese
associates have now brought nearly to
completion.

Mr. Toshikazu Tanaka has just offered
this conference a thorough description of the
basic steps that were taken in the
development of the APWR. I will not try to
add to the excellence of his paper. Let me,
however, offer a few comments about the
importance we and our associates see in this
development from a worldwide perspective.

Together, we have invested more than
$150 million in the APWR design and
development project. Together, we have taken
a major step in a continuing pattern of
Westinghouse technology investment, an
investment in the mainstream of PWR
technology.

What we understand about the advanced
pressurized water reactor is now largely
available around the world through our
network of associates. In addition, the many
lessons we have learned about basic PWR
technology while performing our role as
designers for the APWR are already affecting
our concepts in working with PWRs of every
size, configuration and age.

Those lessons, and the APWR itself, say
much about the reliability of PWR technology
for tomorrow. To repeat only r few key
points made by Mr. Tanaka...

Plant safety features have been
designed to meet a core damage frequency for
internal events of one times
10-to-the-minus-six per reactor year...a
safety margin that exceeds the NRC's safety
goal by a factor of ten.

The plant has been substantially
simplified...producing capital cost savings
as high as 15% compared to Japan's latest
four-loop design.

Its design results in a 20% savings in
fuel costs compared to standard designs.

It anticipates an overall plant
availability of 90%, with 98% availability
between refueling outages.

Together with the Japanese, we now look
forward to the construction of the first
APWR. When a site is selected, the APWR will
require only a few years for detailed
engineering, and then a five-year construction
period. That kind of fast action has been
built into the design.

As a natural outgrowth of our desire to
bring APWR technology to nations and utilities
all across rhe world, we are investigating a
program to develop a 1000-MWe model that
incorporates most of the features of the
advanced pressurized water reactor,..thereby
bringing together some of the specific APWR
innovations with the attractive 1000-megawatt
rating.

Innovators working with a mature
technology can rarely do better in combining
boldness with conservatism than we and the
Japanese have done with the APWR, but we will
continue to try.

In that vein, Westinghouse is currently
engaged in the development of a conceptual
design for an advanced, passive 600-MWe
pressurized water reactor.

It is called the AP-600. The "AP"
stands for "Advanced, Passive." We are
working with the U.S. Department of Ene; ̂y and
Electric Power Research Institute on this
program.

The AP-600 is a project which has deep
roots in past worldwide experience. The most
recent 600 MWe class PWR plants were
constructed in Korea, Yugoslavia, the
Philippines, and Brazil. From this proven
plant design base, we are pursuing a long list
of specific design improvements -- each of
them in direct response to needs defined by
operating experience.

Enhanced safety is one goal. In addition
to achieving a low core melt frequency, the
design will reduce -- perhaps even eliminate
-- the need for operator intervention in
accident situations through the use of passive
safety systems.
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Among those passive safety systems is
one of special interest: We envision a
safety injection system with two
accumulators, two full-pressure core makeup
tanks, a full-pressure passive residual heat
removal heat exchanger, reactor coolant
system depressurization valves, and an
in-containment refueling water storage tank.
This system eliminates the need for pumps or
fans on A-C power. All required valve
actuations are battery powered. As a result,
we will need no safety-grade diesel
generators or safety-grade support systems.
The passive residual heat removal heat
exchanger will be able to remove decay heat
generated by hot, full pressure conditions,
when the normal and startup feedwater systems
are not available. The core makeup tanks use
gravity for injection, so they can provide
coolant system makeup at any pressure when
the normal makeup pumps are not available.

The formula we're applying to the
design of this system is simplification with
greater safety. It is an ideal statement of
the kind of advances we are working to attain
throughout the work we are doing in every
corner of this technology today.

The passive approach to safety systems
design coupled with a drive toward design
simplification has enabled us to eliminate
traditional systems, such as emergency
feedwater, residual heat removal, and boron
recycle while enhancing overall plant safety.

The idea of simplification has been
extended to the design of the primary loop
itself. Two canned motor pumps are mounted
in the inverted position on the steam
generator bottom head. This arrangement
results in a very low-leakage primary system
while eliminating the cross-over leg piping.
It also uses less space and provides for
easier maintenance.

Cost and schedule are critical
parameters in nuclear plant construction.
The AP-600 design addresses them by
maximizing the use of modules in the overall
design arrangement is based on the maximum
use of modules. The objective is to achieve
a three and one-half year construction
schedule through the use of the modular
approach and parallel plant construction.

We would hope that the first of these
medium-sized, well proven, and highly
reliable plants will be in service by the
late 1990's. The AP-600 program is
consciously directed to the continuing

development of a mature PWR plant design. It
is a pure example of the way in which the
mainstream of PWR technology continues to move
forward . . . taking advantage of the ever
growing PWR experience base and our continuing
developmental efforts . . . always improving
performance in every major category: from
safety through economics, environmental impact
and operating simplicity.

Simplification, with reliability as the
primary goal, has unquestionably been the
driving philosophy behind all of our recent
design improvement programs. That is true of
the 1000-MWe and 600-MWe programs. It is
equally true of the advanced pressurized water
reactor program. Utilities may not have to
wait until the mid-1990's to take advantage of
these advances. We currently are determining
how to take certain aspects of these
development programs and factor them into
existing plant models, such as the 1000 MWe
plant.

As a mature technology, the mainstream
PWR will be the object of continuous
development of this kind...innovation in the
conservative, evolutionary mode. "Beyond
today's advanced designs, other simpler and
more reliable designs will evolve. The ever
turning cycle of such development will
continue for decades. It takes no great
insight to make that prediction.

In parallel, both the art and science of
servicing operating PWRs are advancing
rapidly. Much of today's service involves
engineering that reaches all the way back to
the design basis of the plant. From that kind
of basic understanding, and from ;the data base
on which it rests, come many refined operating
and maintenance concepts. Operating margins
can now be refined, giving operators much
greater flexibility. Equipment can be
eliminated, along with the inspections that
they required. Techniques like probabilistic
risk assessment already allow extended
intervals between inspections, with a net gain
in safety and reliability.

Some of the world's most sophisticated
robotics are being applied to plant
maintenance. Major engineering programs are
improving maintenance techniques and cutting
outage times. We're learning how to quantify
the projected lifetime of components and even
whole plants, so that maintenance can be
preventative, and therefore within our
control. Advanced techniques such as
artificial intelligence are bringing the art
of medical diagnosis to plant surveillance.
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Such advances in operating and
maintenance procedures are equal in importance
to the continuing enhancement of basic PWR
design. We are convinced that every new
nuclear plant should come with lifetime
partnership arrangements for service designed
to attain the highest possible level of
performance from the plant over its lifetime.
Service has long been an afterthought; now it
is a vital early element in the evaluation of a
plant's projected lifetime reliability and
economics.

By any measure, mainstream light
pressurized water reactor technology is now
mature. It can offer us levels of reliability
which far surpass the average that we have
achieved worldwide so far.

Innovation will enhance mainstream PWR
reliability, safety, and economics for at least
another 50 years...always building step by step
on the solid foundation established at the
first commercial PWR 30 years ago.

Our goal should be, and will be,
threefold: First... to reach always for perfect
safety. Second...to climb ever higher on the
scale of PWR reliability. Third...to reach the
pinnacle of economical nuclear power
generation.

Thank you.
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